
 

Cinematic Strings 2.1 Kontakt-MAGNETRiXX is a virtual instrument for the modern composer and producer with a cinematic sound. Whether you are shooting a trailer, scoring an epic movie or making a chillwave song on your laptop - this sample library is a huge step forward on your creative journey. This product includes over 5000 samples and loops of strings, harps & percussion from ebow,
piano & guitar as well as vocal for singing textured pads to basses, strings of various lengths and textures with built in loopers to suit any project. Cinematic Strings 2.1 Kontakt-MAGNETRiXX includes all the main features from the original version, including a new dynamic overtone set, a new construction set for organic-sounding textures and realistic sounds of bells, woodwinds and percussion. For
all users who purchased Cinematic Strings 1.1 KONTAKT-MAGNETRiXX it is available free of charge at no cost in the Kontakt 5 update for Windows or Mac OS X. In addition, the product also features a new dynamic overtone set with many classic Hollywood movie instrument sounds from strings to harps and glockenspiel. This includes a large selection of rich strings, such as bow and guitar
arpeggios as well as combinations of different harps such as violin and violin + glockenspiel. This allows for a great variety in the overall sound and can be used quite freely in any cinematic category. Also included are many organic sounding patches like woodwinds, bells & piano to make your sound mix more interesting and realistic. Artists who purchased Cinematic Strings 1.1 KONTAKT-
MAGNETRiXX prior to the end of January 2015 were able to receive an additional expansion pack at no cost - Cinematic Vol I: From Classic Hollywood Era 2 (Cinematic Strings 2. 1 Kontakt-MAGNETRiXX). The expansions pack offers a great variety of classic Hollywood movie sound effects and classic movie orchestral parts. It is an ideal companion to our Cinematic Strings. Artists who
purchased Cinematic Strings 1.1 KONTAKT-MAGNETRiXX prior to the end of January 2015 were able to receive an additional expansion pack at no cost - Cinematic Vol II: Music From Film (Cinematic Strings 2.1 Kontakt-MAGNETRiXX). The expansions pack offers a great variety of cinematic sound effects and cinematic parts. It is an ideal companion to our Cinematic Strings. The expansions
pack offers a great variety of cinematic sound effects and cinematic parts. It is an ideal companion to our Cinematic Strings. In addition, the product also features a new dynamic overtone set with many classic Hollywood movie sound effects from strings to harps and glockenspiel with a large selection of rich string sounds such as bow and guitar arpeggios as well as combinations of different harps
such as violin and violin + glockenspiel. This allows for a great variety in the overall sound and can be used quite freely in any cinematic category.
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